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Carry your brand to every  
device, screen and application.  
Global type and technology for  
the connected vehicle.



Take control of the controls



Legibility is the key to an effective automotive typeface in a glance-based environment. 
Monotype’s involvement in legibility and automotive research has helped inform the
industry on the ideal typeface attributes for use in the car.
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Which typeface attributes may potentially reduce driver distraction?
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Edge™ Tuning
Edge tuning capabilities provide precise adjustments to the thickness and 
sharpness of the text, ensuring that text appears clearly at any size, relative  
to the specific characteristics of the display environment. Tuning with Edge 
does not change text spacing, thereby allowing for changes all through the 
development and implementation workflow from design to implementation 
and even by the consumer if enabled.
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Component A + Component B + Component X = U+843D

Compression
The Portfolio provides several compression technologies that reduce font size 
dramatically, particularly for Asian fonts. In that case the overall font load can 
be reduced by several megabytes. This means more languages and more font 
styles can be provided in your design.
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Edge™ Technology
The Portfolio’s patented font rendering engine delivers crisp, readable  
text output over a wide range of sizes. Asian text at small sizes is enhanced  
by using stroke reduction for complex Asian glyphs and advanced hinting to 
preserve character balance and symmetry.
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Standard Rendering Edge Rendering  

Component A + Component B + Component Y = U+840D
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The Portfolio’s font linking technology allows you to create virtual fonts  
from several individual font files. These virtual fonts can be quickly tailored 
for particular regions and product options. 

For example — a car shipping to Japan,     , may re-order the linked font  
as shown below. (Japanese, Latin, Simplified Chinese, etc.)

TRAD. CHINESELATIN SIMP. CHINESE JAPANESE KOREAN ARABIC DEVANAGARI

Font linking

Text Shaping
Complex scripts such as Arabic, Devanagari, and Thai require special 
attention because character shape, position and order based on their 
context. The Portfolio provides a fully Unicode compliant, robust  
shaping engine that is easy to integrate and deals gracefully with all  
these complexities - helping to reduce risk and even development costs. 
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